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Abstract 

This paper reviews theory and evidence on how consumers and firms form their expectations 

about inflation and how monetary policymakers might influence that process; both of those 

factors have implications for the Congressional Budget Office’s baseline projections and policy 

analyses.  

Inflation expectations are important because they affect decisions that determine actual inflation. 

Surveys of consumers and business managers provide especially useful data for studying the 

process of forming expectations. Empirical evidence suggests that economically meaningful 

information frictions exist in the process of forming expectations and that the structure of those 

information frictions is such that realizing more persistent inflation or increasing the incentive to 

collect information on inflation—perhaps as the result of ongoing supply disruptions, such as the 

ones precipitated by the coronavirus pandemic—would reduce them.  

There is also empirical evidence of substantial biases in individual-level inflation forecasts, 

which possibly amplify trends in the realized inflation data. Surveys reveal that, before the onset 

of the pandemic, firm managers did not pay much attention to aggregate inflation dynamics and 

were not well informed about the objectives or actions of monetary policymakers. If the 

observed level of information frictions decreased enough at the same time that individual 

decisionmakers’ inflation forecasts continued to amplify trends in the realized inflation data, then 

aggregate measures of inflation expectations might begin to amplify those trends as well. 
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Section 1: Introduction 

Inflation expectations matter. Theoretical models, from expectations-augmented Phillips curves 

to the canonical New Keynesian Phillips curve, predict that inflation expectations play a crucial 

role in determining actual inflation. Empirical evidence suggests that changes in inflation 

expectations can, in fact, lead to changes in actual inflation. Measures of long-run inflation 

expectations can improve inflation forecasts by capturing trend dynamics.  

Inflation expectations cannot be observed directly, although they can be gauged through market- 

and survey-based measures. Market-based measures are derived from the premium that financial 

market participants are willing to pay for a security that is indexed to inflation instead of one that 

is not—which implies what they expect inflation to be over the term of the security, on average. 

(An increase in that premium implies that financial market participants expect inflation to be 

higher over that duration, for example.) Market-based measures benefit from the financial 

incentive that financial market participants have to devote resources to being as accurate as 

possible, although research shows that the relative prices of the securities used to compute the 

measures may be distorted by other factors, such as the relative illiquidity of inflation-indexed 

securities.  

Survey-based measures collect information on the inflation expectations of different groups of 

people, such as consumers, professional forecasters, and firm managers. Prices are determined by 

the decisions made by consumers and firms. Two downsides of survey-based measures are that 

surveys of consumers or firms are not always available, and data collected from them may cover 

a relatively short historical period.  

Measures of inflation expectations computed from surveys of consumers provide especially 

useful data that are available in the United States. When included alongside other 

macroeconomic indicators, measures of inflation expectations from surveys of consumers 

improve the fit of inflation forecasting equations more than measures from surveys of 

professional forecasters. Unfortunately, data measuring the inflation expectations of firms in the 

United States are lacking in both quality and availability. Survey measures of the inflation 

expectations of firms in other countries provide not only another possible source of useful data 

but also confirmation that the expectations of firms closely mirror those of consumers. In this 

paper, which examines the literature on the process of forming expectations, I rely heavily on 

empirical evidence gathered from surveys of either firm managers or consumers.  

Inflation expectations are an important part of the Congressional Budget Office’s inflation 

projections. CBO forecasts inflation using a bottom-up approach in which it first creates 

forecasts for many component price indexes and then aggregates them, using an accounting 

identity, into forecasts for the overall price indexes. To forecast the component price indexes, 

CBO uses various models, several of which depend, in part, on a top-down Phillips curve 

equation that determines the change in aggregate prices as a function of demand, supply, and 
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expectations. Over time, excess demand and other cyclical factors fade in CBO’s projections. 

Therefore, to determine the rate of inflation in the long run, CBO mainly uses long-run expected 

inflation, which stems mostly from monetary policy in the long run. 

Understanding how expectations about inflation are formed is critical to CBO’s analysis of fiscal 

policy. CBO’s Phillips curve equation incorporates the assumption that inflation expectations are 

partially accelerationist and partially anchored, meaning that they are a weighted average of past 

inflation and a constant. The extent to which expectations are anchored—the weight the constant 

receives in CBO’s equation—is estimated using historical data. Estimating any effects that a 

change in policy might have on that relative weighting relies critically on an understanding of the 

underlying nature of the expectations formation process.  

In this paper, I begin by analyzing the dominant approach to modeling the formation of 

economic expectations. Sticky price models, perhaps most notably the model in Guillermo 

Calvo’s seminal 1983 paper, and their offspring, the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC), 

cemented the full information rational expectations (FIRE) theory’s popularity among academic 

macroeconomists. That theory imposes some rather strong assumptions. Among them is the 

assumption that decisionmakers’ forecasts are optimal, meaning that errors cannot be predicted 

using any information available when the forecast was made. Although the FIRE theory has been 

popular in macroeconomics literature since the 1970s and 1980s, it has been consistently rejected 

by empirical evidence. One such piece of evidence is the positive correlation between consensus 

ex-post inflation forecast errors and ex-ante revisions to those consensus forecasts, which shows 

that the errors are predictable. That rejection of the FIRE assumption implies that forecasters are 

not fully informed, are not completely rational, or perhaps both.  

Next, I analyze models that relax the FIRE theory’s full information assumption. Strong 

evidence supports the notion that consumers and firms misperceive or completely ignore 

information that could otherwise be useful in forecasting future inflation. When built into a 

theoretical model, that misperception or ignoration is known as an information friction. 

Information frictions were first proposed during the earliest days of the rational expectations 

theory’s rise to prominence but have recently become a more common assumption. Many models 

with information frictions are either sticky information models or noisy information models. A 

sticky information model reflects the assumption that there is a fixed cost to updating one’s 

information. A noisy information model reflects the assumption that one only observes a noisy 

signal of the true information state. In this paper, I show that empirical evidence in the literature 

strongly supports noisy information models. Furthermore, I show that there is evidence implying 

that more persistent inflation or a greater incentive to collect information about aggregate 

inflation would reduce information frictions. 

I then analyze two models that relax the assumption of full rationality. There is evidence of 

significant bias in inflation forecasts at the individual level, supporting the notion that those 
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forecasts may not be fully rational. The first model is referred to as adaptive expectations. It was 

one of the earliest theoretical models for the expectations-formation process and remains widely 

used today. First proposed by Milton Friedman in the 1960s, the theory is based on the 

assumption that inflation expectations adapt to equal currently observed, or recently observed, 

rates of inflation. Although some of the implications of the theory are not supported by empirical 

evidence from the survey data on consumer inflation expectations, adaptive expectations remains 

a common assumption in many inflation forecasting models—including, at least partially, 

CBO’s.  

The second model is known as diagnostic expectations. Upon receiving new information, 

economic decisionmakers with diagnostic expectations tend to place too much weight on the 

probability of future events that have become relatively more likely, even though those future 

events may still be unlikely in an absolute sense. That dichotomy can cause decisionmakers to 

overreact to new information, a finding supported by empirical evidence and visible in 

individual-level forecasts of many key macroeconomic variables, including inflation. Another 

implication of diagnostic expectations, also supported by empirical evidence, is that the 

overreaction will amplify trends that already exist in the inflation data. (By contrast, adaptive 

expectations implies that expectations will be uncorrelated with those properties of the data.)  

I then explore the literature on whether monetary policymakers’ communications could directly 

influence the expectations-formation process. Evidence shows that firm managers significantly 

update their beliefs when presented with new information, and those beliefs greatly affect their 

economic decisions. In addition, firms may devote substantially more resources toward 

collecting information on inflation when their incentive to do so is higher, such as during 

recessions. (That evidence is consistent with noisy information in the expectations-formation 

process.) Those times may also coincide with a period when monetary policymakers’ more 

traditional tools are constrained by the effective lower bound (ELB) on nominal interest rates. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the importance of inflation 

expectations and discusses which measures are most useful for furthering researchers’ 

understanding of inflation dynamics. Section 3 describes CBO’s current framework for modeling 

inflation expectations. Section 4 critically reviews the literature on models of the expectations-

formation process, and section 5 explores whether monetary policymakers might be able to 

manage that process directly. Finally, section 6 provides conclusions and discusses some 

possible future applications of this work toward improving CBO’s inflation forecasting methods. 
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Section 2: The Importance and Measurement of Inflation 
Expectations 

Inflation expectations are beliefs that an individual or group of individuals have about the growth 

rate of prices in the future. Those individuals or groups who believe that the price level will grow 

more rapidly have higher inflation expectations, and those who believe that the price level will 

grow more slowly have lower inflation expectations.  

Consumers’ and firms’ inflation expectations are particularly important, for several reasons. 

First, prices are determined by the intersection of supply and demand, which stems from the 

decisions of consumers and firms. Theory predicts that their inflation expectations affect those 

economic decisions greatly. Second, empirical evidence confirms that inflation expectations have 

an effect on actual inflation. Third, inflation forecasting models that include expectations 

generate more accurate projections than those that do not.  

Among measures of inflation expectations, surveys of consumers or business managers provide 

especially useful data that are available in the United States. Survey-based measures of the 

inflation expectations of consumers in the United States have been shown to be empirically 

useful, but data on the inflation expectations of firms in the United States are noticeably lacking 

in both quality and availability. In other countries where those data are more widely available, 

firm managers’ expectations more closely resemble those of consumers than of professional 

forecasters or financial market participants.  

The Importance of Inflation Expectations 

According to economic theory, inflation expectations play a crucial role in determining actual 

inflation. The expectations-augmented Phillips curve (Friedman, 1968) suggests that 

expectations are critical to the relationship between inflation and unemployment in the long run. 

In the canonical New Keynesian Phillips curve model (see Gali, 2008, for an example), a firm’s 

expectations of future prices affect its pricing decisions in the current period. 

Correlational empirical evidence supports the predicted importance of inflation expectations. 

Long-run trends in actual inflation closely mirror changes in long-run inflation expectations 

(Yellen, 2015). However, that observed correlation does not necessarily imply a causal 

relationship in which changes in long-run inflation expectations determine long-run trends in 

actual inflation. Expected inflation instead could respond to changes in other macroeconomic 

conditions—such as actual inflation or growth in costs per unit of labor—which themselves 

determine long-run trends in actual inflation (Rudd, 2021).  

Some empirical evidence suggests a causal relationship between expected inflation and actual 

inflation. A positive shock to expected aggregate inflation is estimated to produce a significant 

increase in actual aggregate inflation (Clark and Davig, 2008). In addition, higher inflation 

expectations lead firms to raise their prices (Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Ropele, 2020). That 
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evidence points to the self-fulfilling nature of inflation expectations; higher expected inflation 

can lead to higher actual inflation.  

Including inflation expectations can improve inflation forecasting models. Dozens of those 

models exist, and they vary greatly in their structure and complexity. Empirical research 

comparing the performance of a number of them shows that forecasting models that account for 

the slowly varying trend component of inflation dynamics outperform those that do not (Faust 

and Wright, 2013). Because movements in trend inflation are highly correlated with long-run 

inflation expectations, models that include long-run inflation expectations perform better than 

those that do not.  

The Measurement of Inflation Expectations 

Inflation expectations cannot be observed directly, so researchers measure them indirectly.  

Market-based measures of inflation expectations calculate the expected inflation that is implied 

by the prices of different financial assets. One such measure, known as the breakeven inflation 

rate, is derived from the difference between the yield on a nominal Treasury security and the 

yield on a Treasury inflation-protected security (TIPS). The breakeven inflation rate can be used 

to estimate the inflation expectations of financial market participants over various time periods 

for which those two types of securities are available.  

Even though market-based measures of inflation expectations may benefit from the fact that 

financial market participants have a financial incentive to devote resources to being as accurate 

as possible, those measures have flaws. Empirical evidence suggests that yields on TIPS exceed 

the true inflation-adjusted risk-free interest rate, primarily owing to the lack of liquidity in the 

market for TIPS relative to other Treasury securities (D’Amico, Kim, and Wei, 2018). That 

liquidity premium, along with several other smaller issues, clouds measures of inflation 

expectations estimated using TIPS.  

Prices are determined by the decisions of consumers and firms, and surveys of those groups in 

the United States and abroad provide insight into their inflation expectations. One example of a 

U.S. survey is the Michigan Survey of Consumers, which has asked consumers about their short-

term inflation expectations since 1978 and their longer-term inflation expectations since 1990.  

Unfortunately, data on the inflation expectations of firms in the United States are severely 

limited. One survey conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta’s inflation project 

provides an example. That survey, which estimates businesses’ inflation expectations, has 

several limitations: It is based on data collected from within a single Federal Reserve district, it 

uses a relatively small sample, and it dates back only to October 2011. Another limitation of that 

survey is that it asks firm managers what they expect will happen to their own prices, not what 

they think will happen to prices more generally. A new survey of firms’ inflation expectations, 

introduced this year, addresses some of those limitations—it is a nationwide survey that uses a 
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larger sample and that asks questions about a specific aggregate price index—but it dates back 

only to 2018 (Candia, Coibion, and Gorodnichenko, 2021). That lack of data constrains 

researchers’ ability to study the impact of firms’ inflation expectations on the dynamics of actual 

inflation in the United States. 

To counter those data limitations, researchers commonly use measures that are more readily 

available in the United States as a proxy for the inflation expectations of firms. Frequently, the 

inflation expectations of professional forecasters are used as a proxy for the inflation 

expectations of firms (for example, see Ball and Mazumder, 2011). Surveys of professional 

forecasters, such as the one conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, collect data 

on inflation expectations. The popularity of those measures is due, in part, to the availability of 

long time-series data in the United States and to the belief that the expectations of business 

managers might be informed by professional forecasters. Research has shown that proxies may 

be of limited empirical usefulness, though. Empirical estimation of inflation-forecasting 

equations (including both consumers’ and professional forecasters’ measures of expectations) 

shows that, conditional on the other terms in the equations, only the inflation expectations of 

consumers add statistically useful information (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015a; Chen, 

2019).  

Limited access to data on the inflation expectations of firms in the United States may not be an 

impediment to economic researchers, however, because international empirical evidence 

suggests that firms’ inflation expectations closely mirror those of consumers. In New Zealand, 

where surveys of both consumers and firms have been conducted, firms’ inflation expectations 

are, on average, similar in level to consumers’ inflation expectations. Another similarity is that 

firms’ and consumers’ inflation expectations are extremely dispersed—much more so than those 

of professional forecasters (Kumar and others, 2015). 

Surveys of firms abroad and surveys of consumers in the United States are two of the most 

useful sources for data on inflation expectations.  
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Section 3: CBO’s Current Framework for Inflation Expectations 

CBO’s inflation forecasts are informed by both bottom-up and top-down methodologies. Under 

the bottom-up approach, CBO first breaks down the overall price indexes into a mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive set of component indexes, including, for example, those for food, 

housing services, and motor vehicles and parts. CBO next creates a forecast for each component 

index and then aggregates those forecasts to arrive at a forecast for the overall price index. In 

contrast, under the top-down approach, CBO seeks to forecast the overall price index directly, 

using aggregate macroeconomic variables.  

When producing a forecast, the agency places particular emphasis on the predictions from the 

top-down approach for the medium- and longer-term portions and the bottom-up approach for 

the shorter-term portion. One empirical observation that motivated CBO to develop its bottom-

up methodology was that over time certain components of overall inflation had become nearly 

completely insensitive to business-cycle fluctuations, whereas other components had remained 

relatively sensitive. The bottom-up approach allows the agency to operationalize that empirical 

observation to improve the portion of its forecast that covers the time period of a typical 

recession or recovery. Beyond that time period, though, that observation becomes less relevant. 

The top-down approach allows CBO to create a forecast that is logically consistent with the 

agency’s long-run assumptions pertaining to a relatively small handful of explanatory variables.  

Currently, CBO’s top-down approach consists of a single-equation Phillips curve model.  

CBO’s Phillips Curve Model 

The Phillips curve refers to the relationship between slack in the labor market and inflation. The 

original Phillips curve plotted the relationship between the unemployment rate and wage 

inflation in the United Kingdom, but the Phillips curve now more commonly refers to the 

relationship between unemployment—or perhaps another measure of labor utilization—and price 

inflation in goods and services. The idea behind that relationship is that as the unemployment 

rate falls, firms must offer higher wages to entice prospective workers from a shrinking pool of 

candidates to fill their job openings. Firms’ cost of production goes up as a result, and a portion 

of that increased cost gets passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices.  

CBO’s Phillips curve model incorporates explicit variables for demand, supply, and inflation 

expectations.1 The forecasting equation has the following form:  

 

1 This is sometimes referred to as a triangle model; see Gordon (1977) and Gordon (1982).  
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Core PCE Price Inflationt

=  β1 · Unemployment Gapt +  β2 · Unemployment Gapt−1 +  β3

· Unemployment Gapt−2 +  β4 · Unemployment Gapt−3 + β5

· Unemployment Gapt−4 +  β6 · Relative Price of Imported Goodst

+  Expected Inflationt +  εt ,  

where εt is a white noise Gaussian error term. The terms involving the contemporaneous 

unemployment gap and the lagged values of the unemployment gap are used to model shifts in 

demand, the next term involving the relative price of imported goods models shifts in supply, 

and the final term models expected inflation. I briefly explain those three elements in the 

following subsections.2 

Labor Market Slack. The first few variables in CBO’s Phillips curve model account for the 

effect of fluctuations in aggregate demand on inflation. Macroeconomic theory suggests that 

when an increase in aggregate demand moves the economy out of equilibrium, the quantity of 

goods and services demanded exceeds the quantity of goods and services produced at the current 

price level. The resulting temporary shortage of goods and services in the economy causes prices 

to rise, as the limited quantities are sold to consumers who are willing to pay more. Theory 

suggests that the opposite is also true—namely, a decrease in aggregate demand causes a 

temporary surplus of goods and services in the economy, which causes prices to fall. Those 

increases and decreases in aggregate demand are referred to as business-cycle fluctuations.  

To model the effects of those business-cycle fluctuations on aggregate inflation, CBO’s Phillips 

curve equation includes a measure of labor market slack. During or immediately following a 

recession, when aggregate demand is low, firms cut back on their production of goods and 

services. As a result, they cut back on their use of labor, which creates significant slack in the 

labor market. Conversely, during an economic boom, firms increase their demand for labor, and 

the amount of slack in the labor market diminishes. The measure of labor market slack included 

in the equation is CBO’s estimate of the unemployment gap, which is defined as the difference 

between the unemployment rate and the noncyclical rate of unemployment—the rate of 

unemployment that results from all sources except fluctuations in aggregate demand.  

The strength of the correlation between the unemployment gap and inflation has lessened over 

the past 30 years. As a result, the coefficients on those terms in the forecasting equation are 

estimated to be very small. According to CBO’s most recent estimates, the sum of the 

coefficients on the five terms in the equation above is -0.076. This means that an increase of 

1 percentage point in the unemployment rate, holding the noncyclical rate constant, would boost 

core inflation by less than one-tenth of 1 percent.  

 

2 For a complete description of CBO’s Phillips curve model, see Chen (2019).   
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Import Prices. The next variable in CBO’s Phillips curve model accounts for one effect of 

changes in short-run aggregate supply on inflation. Macroeconomic theory suggests that a 

sudden increase in short-run aggregate supply causes a temporary surplus of goods and services 

in the economy, pushing prices down. Conversely, a sudden decrease in short-run aggregate 

supply causes a temporary shortage of goods and services, lifting prices up. A sudden increase or 

decrease in short-run aggregate supply might be caused by a variety of factors—favorable 

weather for production of agricultural goods, an unforeseen decrease in the production of 

commodities (such as oil), or a surge in imported goods, for example.  

CBO’s Phillips curve equation includes a measure of the relative price of imported goods. The 

measure is the inflation rate for nonpetroleum, non-capital-goods imports, net of core PCE 

(personal consumption expenditures) price inflation, weighted by the nominal expenditures on 

those imports as a fraction of nominal GDP (gross domestic product). That measure is positive 

when imported goods inflation is relatively high and negative when it is relatively low. When 

inflation in the prices of imported goods is very low, then imported goods become more 

competitive with domestically produced goods, which puts substantial downward pressure on 

domestic price inflation (according to empirical evidence).  

Other shocks to short-run aggregate supply have had a smaller effect on core inflation (which 

excludes prices for food and energy) in recent years. Chen (2019) estimated a Phillips curve with 

a term for the relative price of imports as well as a term for the relative price of energy goods but 

determined that the pass-through of energy price shocks to core inflation is currently low. As a 

result, the term for the relative price of energy goods is excluded from the model. According to 

CBO’s most recent estimates, the coefficient on the term for the relative price of imported goods 

in the equation above is 0.82. Under the assumption that nominal expenditures on nonpetroleum, 

non-capital-goods imports are 7 percent of nominal GDP (which was approximately the case at 

the end of 2019), an increase in import prices that is 5 percentage points slower than core PCE 

price inflation would decrease core PCE price inflation by about three-tenths of 1 percent.  

Expected Inflation. Expected inflation can affect current inflation through a change in either 

supply or demand. Inflation expectations can be a self-fulfilling prophecy—that is, an increase in 

expected inflation can cause an increase in actual inflation. If consumers expect inflation to be 

higher in the future, they may realize that their purchasing power will decrease more rapidly, so 

they increase their demand for goods and services today, creating inflationary pressure in the 

economy. And if firms expect inflation to be higher in the future, they may sense that it will be 

more profitable for them to produce goods or services later, when the selling price of their output 

will be higher but some of their input prices, like wages, remain fixed. As a result, they may 

choose to decrease their production today, creating inflationary pressure in the economy.  
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Modeling Expected Inflation 

CBO currently models expected inflation as a function of past inflation and a fixed anchor. In 

CBO’s forecasting equation, expected inflation takes this form: 

Expected Inflationt

=  γ1 · Core PCE Price Inflationt−1 +  γ2 · Core PCE Price Inflationt−2 +  γ3

∙ Core PCE Price Inflationt−3 +  γ4 ∙ Core PCE Price Inflationt−4 +  γ5

∙ PCE Price Inflation Target ,  

where it is assumed that 

γ1 +  γ2 +  γ3 +  γ4 +  γ5 = 1 .  

The first four terms change over time as realized inflation varies; the fifth term is fixed over 

time. 

Models in which expected inflation is a function solely of past inflation (meaning that γ5 equals 

zero in the equation above) and changes in past inflation flow through completely to actual 

inflation (meaning that the sum of γ1 through γ4 equals one) are known as “accelerationist” 

models. In such models, a 1 percentage-point increase in actual inflation would cause a 1 percent 

increase in expected inflation, further accelerating the growth in prices. The theory behind that 

dynamic for inflation expectations, and the development of the so-called accelerationist Phillips 

curve, are examined later in this paper.  

CBO’s current framework models inflation expectations as partially accelerationist. Expected 

inflation depends partly on realized values of inflation—meaning that γ5 is greater than zero in 

the equation above. As a result, movements in actual inflation flow through to expected inflation 

but do not cause a one-for-one movement in expected inflation because the sum of γ1 through γ4 

is less than 1 in the equation above. Chen (2019) provides evidence that the Phillips curve has 

shifted away from an accelerationist form. 

CBO’s current framework also models inflation expectations as partially anchored. Expected 

inflation depends partly on a value that the agency assumes does not change over time. That 

fixed anchor is set equal to 2 percent, the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal for inflation. If 

inflation expectations did not depend at all on realizations of inflation, then they would be 

considered completely anchored. Chen (2019) suggests that consumers’ inflation expectations 

are not completely anchored, however.  

CBO uses historical data to estimate the relative weight that the accelerationist terms and the 

anchoring term receive in its Phillips curve model. According to the agency’s most recent 

estimates, the coefficients on the accelerationist terms in the equation above sum to 0.41. So, a 

1 percent increase in core PCE price inflation over four quarters would raise expected inflation 
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by about four-tenths of 1 percent. By construction, the coefficient on the anchoring term is equal 

to one minus the sum of the coefficients on the accelerationist terms, which is 0.59. One 

interpretation of those coefficient estimates is that inflation expectations in CBO’s model are 

roughly 40 percent accelerationist and 60 percent anchored.  

Simulation Exercises 

To further illustrate the mechanisms at work in CBO’s framework for estimating inflation 

expectations, I examine the effects of an unexpected increase in inflation and the effects of an 

unexpected decrease in the unemployment rate.  

An Unexpected Increase in Inflation. The first simulation exercise that I explore is an 

unexpected increase in realized inflation. I start from a baseline forecast for all of the variables 

that appear in the Phillips curve model, then I assume that the quarterly growth rate (annualized) 

of the core PCE price index in each of the previous four quarters was 1 percentage point higher. 

As shown in the top panel of Figure 1, the initial sharp rise in the solid black line (which 

represents the difference in actual inflation from the baseline) displays an unexpected increase in 

inflation. Because the increase was unexpected, the dashed blue line (which represents the 

difference in expected inflation from the baseline) does not rise contemporaneously. However, as 

actual inflation remains elevated, the blue line rises.  

Owing to the partially accelerationist nature of the expected inflation framework, that increase in 

actual inflation flows through partly into expected inflation. As shown in the top panel of 

Figure 1, actual inflation that was 1 percentage point higher for four quarters raises expected 

inflation by about four-tenths of 1 percentage point, equal to the sum of the coefficients on the 

accelerationist terms in CBO’s Phillips curve model. Expected inflation remains a couple of 

tenths of 1 percentage point higher in several subsequent quarters, and it continues to remain a 

few basis points higher for the next few years. (A basis point is one one-hundredth of a 

percentage point.)  

That higher expected inflation results in higher actual inflation (assuming all other variables 

remain unchanged from the baseline), which continues to push prices further above their baseline 

level. As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1, actual inflation that was 1 percentage point 

higher for four quarters raises prices 1 percent above their baseline level. As the resulting 

increase in expected inflation feeds back into actual inflation, prices continue to rise higher 

above their baseline level. Because inflation expectations are not fully accelerationist, however, 

expected inflation is not permanently increased by the unexpected increase in inflation in this 

simulation exercise. As a result, the black line in the bottom panel of Figure 1 (which represents 

the percentage deviation in prices from their baseline level) does not continue to rise, plateauing 

at about 1.4 percent. 
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Figure 1. A Simulation of How an Increase in Actual Inflation in the Past Would Affect 
Actual and Expected Inflation in Subsequent Quarters 

Difference From the Baseline, Annualized Quarterly Percentage Change 

  

Percentage Difference From the Baseline 

 

Data source: Author’s calculations, using data from the Congressional Budget Office. 
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An Unexpected Decrease in the Unemployment Rate. The second simulation exercise I 

explore is an unexpected decrease in the unemployment rate. I start from a baseline forecast for 

all of the relevant variables, then I assume that four quarters ago the unemployment rate 

unexpectedly decreased to 1 percentage point below the baseline level. It remains 1 percentage 

point below the baseline level for an additional five quarters before rising to the baseline level 

over the following 10 quarters. Because I assume no change to the noncyclical rate of 

unemployment from its baseline forecast, that decrease in the unemployment rate results in a 

one-for-one change in the unemployment gap, the measure of labor market slack included in the 

Phillips curve model. As shown in the top panel of Figure 2, the fall, plateau, and subsequent rise 

in the black line displays that difference from the baseline forecast for the unemployment gap.  

That decrease in labor market slack causes actual inflation to rise. In the middle panel of 

Figure 2, the solid black line (which represents the difference in actual inflation from its baseline 

forecast) immediately rises to about eight basis points, equal to the sum of the coefficients on the 

labor market slack terms in CBO’s Phillips curve model. Over the following 10 quarters, the 

unemployment gap remains below its baseline level, placing upward pressure on prices and 

causing the black line to remain elevated.  

Figure 2. A Simulation of How a Decrease in the Unemployment Rate Would Affect 
the Unemployment Gap, Actual Inflation, and Expected Inflation  

Difference From the Baseline, Percent 
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Difference From the Baseline, Annualized Quarterly Percentage Change 

 

Percentage Difference From the Baseline 

 

Data source: Author’s calculations, using data from the Congressional Budget Office. 
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That increase in actual inflation causes expected inflation to rise in turn. In the middle panel of 

Figure 2, the dashed blue line (which represents the difference in expected inflation from its 

baseline forecast) subsequently rises to about three basis points, which is roughly 40 percent—

approximately equal to the sum of the coefficients on the accelerationist terms in CBO’s Phillips 

curve model—of the increase in the solid black line. The blue line remains elevated for several 

years before diminishing to zero.  

Finally, the increase in expected inflation feeds back into actual inflation, which remains 

elevated even after the unemployment rate has returned to its baseline level. As shown in the 

bottom panel of Figure 2, the unexpected decrease in the unemployment rate causes prices to 

immediately rise above their baseline level by less than 0.1 percent. Prices continue to rise as 

inflation is boosted by decreased labor market slack and increased expected inflation, increasing 

by about 0.1 percent four quarters later. By the time the unemployment gap returns to its baseline 

forecast, prices have risen about 0.2 percent above their baseline level. Prices continue to rise 

thereafter because expected inflation remains elevated for several years. However, because 

expectations are not completely accelerationist, expected inflation returns to its baseline level, 

inflation is not permanently increased, and the black line plateaus at a level slightly above 

0.2 percent.  

Section 4: How Are Inflation Expectations Formed? 

Empirical evidence suggests that consumers and firms form their expectations using simple rules 

and that their ability to process all the information available to form those expectations is limited. 

Those limits mean that many consumers and firms will misperceive or simply ignore relevant 

information. The simple rules that consumers and firms use to form their expectations result in 

significant biases—causing their expectations to shift too much or too little, respectively, as 

consumers and firms either overreact or underreact to new information.  

Modeling elements that restrict the set of information that consumers or firms have access to 

when making their economic decisions are known as information frictions. Most models with 

information frictions can be classified as either sticky information models or noisy information 

models. Empirical evidence from surveys of consumers or firm managers supports the 

implications of noisy information but not sticky information. Both types of models imply that 

average forecasts underreact to new information, an implication supported by the data.  

I explore two models in which consumers and firms form their expectations in a manner that is 

not fully optimal. Both adaptive expectations and diagnostic expectations can account for the fact 

that errors in individuals’ inflation forecasts are correlated with certain information available 

when those forecasts were made. However, diagnostic expectations are also able to account for 

the fact that individuals’ inflation expectations tend to exaggerate trends already present in the 

inflation data.  
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Both information frictions and forecasts that are less than fully optimal contradict the dominant 

approach in the literature on expectations, which I present first.  

Full Information Rational Expectations 

Although it imposes a strong set of assumptions, FIRE is the dominant approach to modeling the 

formation of expectations. Two key assumptions that are standard among FIRE models are the 

following:  

■ Economic decisionmakers perfectly perceive a complete set of information containing all the 

variables in the model and their entire history. 

■ Their forecasts for future variables are optimal, given all the information available. In other 

words, expectations do not differ systematically or predictably from the equilibrium 

predictions of the model itself.  

Many economists believe that consumers and firms make forecasts using all publicly available 

information and that those forecasts might turn out to be wrong, but not systematically.  

The dominance of FIRE sprung from the failure of previous modeling approaches. Before the 

1980s, many economic models that were used to analyze policy changes failed to account for 

how consumers and firms would react. Those models therefore ignored the fact that this dynamic 

behavior would alter relationships estimated using only historical macroeconomic data.3 To 

overcome that limitation, macroeconomic models began to be grounded in more microeconomic 

foundations. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, many influential models were developed 

containing agents that optimized their choices according to their expectations about future 

economic conditions.4  

The New Keynesian Phillips curve helped cement FIRE as the dominant theory of the formation 

of inflation expectations. In his seminal 1983 paper, Guillermo Calvo proposed a microfounded 

model with staggered price adjustments, known as a sticky-price model. In the model, firms can 

change their prices only in certain periods, which arrive randomly. When a firm has the 

opportunity to change its prices, it considers not only the price that will maximize profits today, 

but also the profit-maximizing price in each future period, until the next period during which it is 

allowed to change its price again. Thus, the firm’s pricing decision relies critically on its 

expectations about future prices. In that type of model, after some algebraic manipulation, it can 

be shown that the overall inflation rate depends on expectations of future inflation and a measure 

of economic capacity utilization, a relationship known as the NKPC. Because it is derived from 

microeconomic foundations and has a clear economic interpretation, the NKPC remains the 

workhorse model for many inflation researchers today. And because the NKPC incorporates the 

 

3 This is commonly referred to as the Lucas critique; see Lucas (1976).  

4 See Lucas (1972) for one example; or see Stokey, Lucas, and Prescott (1989) for a textbook treatment.  
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assumption that inflation expectations are FIRE, the FIRE theory remains one of the most 

popular models of the expectations-formation process.  

There are several implications of the NKPC and the FIRE theory. The first implication is that 

price setting should depend on firms’ short-term inflation expectations—more specifically, on 

their forecast for the path of the price level until the next period when they can adjust their price, 

which is typically only a few months or quarters. The second implication is that the inflation rate 

would respond to shocks immediately. For example, an expansionary monetary policy shock 

would result in a large and immediate increase in the inflation rate. The third implication is that 

forecast errors would be completely unpredictable. If information was publicly available that 

would help decisionmakers improve their forecast, on average, they would use it. 

Since the 1980s, a large body of empirical evidence has been gathered that rejects those 

implications, though. First, empirical evidence suggests that long-run trends in actual inflation 

closely mirror changes in long-run inflation expectations, not short-run inflation expectations 

(Yellen, 2015).5 Second, empirical estimates of the response of the inflation rate to monetary 

policy shocks are small and slow (Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans, 1999). The response of 

the inflation rate to monetary policy shocks exhibits hump-shaped dynamics: It is very small at 

first, builds over time, and then declines again. Third, forecast errors are correlated with 

revisions to the previous forecast (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015b). This means that forecast 

errors are, in fact, predictable. 

Relaxing the Full Information Assumption 

One possible reason for the empirical failure of the FIRE theory is that consumers and firms 

might misperceive or completely ignore information that could otherwise be useful when 

forecasting future inflation. Such information frictions were introduced during the early stages of 

the rational-expectations revolution—for example, Robert Lucas suggested that agents made 

decisions with less than perfect information in a 1977 paper—but they have become more 

common during the past 20 years. Many papers published since the early 2000s have specified 

models with information frictions; those papers have had varying degrees of success accounting 

for the behavior of aggregate inflation.  

Many models containing information frictions can be classified as sticky information or noisy 

information. Sticky information models reflect the assumption that in each period a random 

fraction of firms obtains new information about the state of the economy (Mankiw and Reis, 

2002). As a result, firms only compute their optimal price intermittently, but when they do, they 

 

5 That evidence may not directly contradict the sticky price assumption, however. Rudd (2021), for example, 

conceives of a model in which the inflation equation displays a dependence on long-run expected inflation, even 

though the underlying pricing equation depends on short-run expected inflation.  
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do so according to FIRE. The probability in each period that a firm does not obtain new 

information determines the amount of information friction in the model.  

One might imagine that information spreads throughout the economy from those who have a 

large incentive to collect it (such as professional forecasters) to those who may not (the general 

public). Modeling the spread of information over time in that way using a model like the ones 

used to study the spread of an infectious disease results in a sticky information model (Carroll, 

2003). That example provides one possible economic interpretation for the intermittent updating 

in a sticky information model. In contrast, noisy information models reflect the assumption that 

agents update their information in every period, t, but each individual, i, observes an imperfect 

signal, St
i, of the true information state:  

St
i =  Xt +  wt

i , Eq. 1 

where Xt is the true unobserved information state and wt
i are idiosyncratic white Gaussian noise 

error terms that are independent across agents (Woodford, 2003). As a result, in each period, 

agents update their estimate of the true unobserved information state by combining an old 

estimate with their new private signal. They use this equation: 

Ft
i(Xt) = Gt · St

i + (1 − Gt) · Ft−1
i (Xt), Eq. 2 

where Ft
i is the individual’s updated estimate and Ft−1

i  is the individual’s prior estimate made in 

the previous period using knowledge of the true economic system.6 The updated estimate is a 

weighted average of the individual’s signal of the true information state today and his or her 

previous estimate of the state today, with weights, Gt, determined by the information content of 

the individual’s signal.7 If the information content is low, meaning the variance of wi is large, 

then G is small, and the individual puts very little weight on his or her signal. (In the extreme 

case in which G equals zero, long-run expectations are constant.) If the information content is 

high, then G is large, and he or she does the opposite. Therefore, the weight that an individual 

puts on his or her previous estimate of the state today, (1 −  Gt), measures the amount of 

information friction in the model. One popular economic interpretation for the noise in agents’ 

observations of the true information state in a noisy information model is that it results from the 

fact that economic decisionmakers possess a limited capacity for processing information (Sims, 

2003).8  

 

6 This equation is a version of the update step in the well-known Kalman filter algorithm. See Harvey (1989).  

7 G is commonly referred to as the Kalman gain.  

8 Rudd (2021) points out that households still appear to pay attention to aggregate inflation in other contexts, though. 

For example, consumer sentiment and actual inflation are strongly correlated. That is a valid criticism of a strict 

rational inattention model but perhaps not of the noisy information framework more generally.   
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Available measures of inflation expectations provide empirical evidence that does not seem to 

support several implications of sticky information models.  

■ The assumptions in a static sticky information model—in which the probability in each 

period that an agent obtains new information does not change over time—imply that the 

highest proportion of agents at any time have obtained new information in the current period. 

However, according to survey measures, most individuals tend to update their information 

somewhat infrequently (Branch, 2007).  

■ Sticky information models also imply that the dispersion of information (meaning the amount 

of disagreement) across agents increases following an economic shock. (In noisy information 

models, the amount of disagreement across agents is completely independent of those 

shocks.) The empirical evidence rejects the hypothesis that the amount of disagreement 

across agents increases after a shock (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2012).  

In contrast, several implications of noisy information models do have empirical support.  

■ Noisy information models imply that the less persistent—in other words, the more noisy—a 

variable is, the higher that variable’s amount of information friction is. Evidence shows that 

economic decisionmakers’ expectations for less persistent macroeconomic variables display 

more information rigidity (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015b).  

■ Noisy information models also imply that the more incentive agents have to reduce the noise 

in their observations of a variable, the lower that variable’s amount of information friction is. 

There is empirical evidence that firms with fewer competitors or firms that sell more of their 

products abroad (meaning firms with less incentive to collect information about factors 

influencing domestic inflation) display more information rigidity in their inflation 

expectations (Kumar and others, 2015). 

Both sticky and noisy information models imply that average errors made in past forecasts (ex-

post, which can only be calculated after the true value is realized in a given period) are positively 

correlated with average revisions made to subsequent forecasts (ex-ante, which can only be 

calculated before the next realization). Consider the following regression equation: 

Yt =  β0 + β1Xt +  ut , Eq. 3 

where Yt is the ex-post forecast error (the realized inflation rate at the end of period t minus 

forecasted inflation for period t), Xt is the ex-ante forecast revision (the forecasted inflation for 

period t minus forecasted inflation for period t-1), and ut is a white Gaussian noise error term. 

FIRE theory would imply that β1 is zero, because forecast errors cannot be predicted using any 

information that was available at the beginning of the period. However, both sticky information 

models and noisy information models imply, when average forecast errors are regressed on 

average forecast revisions, that β1 is positive and that the magnitude of β1 depends only on the 

amount of information friction in the model (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015a).  
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That fact implies that agents, on average, are underreacting to news; their average expectations 

are not getting updated sufficiently. For example, imagine that the average expected inflation 

rate is currently 10 percent. Then some news arrives that, had all the agents’ inflation 

expectations been formed according to FIRE theory, would have lowered agents’ average 

inflation expectations to 2 percent. However, the average expected inflation rate underreacts, 

falling to only 8 percent. In that case, the average ex-ante revision (Xt in equation 3) would be 

negative 2 percentage points. In the next period, the inflation rate is 3 percent, close to the FIRE 

forecast of 2 percent. That represents an average ex-post forecast error (Yt in equation 3) of 

negative 5 percentage points. If average expectations continued to underreact, an econometrician 

would begin to observe a positive correlation (β1 > 0 in equation 3) between the average ex-ante 

revisions and the average ex-post errors.  

Empirical evidence finds that average forecasts do, in fact, underreact to news. If equation 3 was 

estimated using the average forecasts of inflation from surveys of professional forecasters, then 

β1 would be statistically significantly larger than zero, and the amount of information friction 

implied by the estimate of β1 would be economically meaningful (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 

2015a). That pattern is true not only for inflation, but also for consensus forecasts of many 

macroeconomic variables (Bordalo and others, 2018). 

It is important to note that in both sticky information and noisy information models, individuals 

within the model are assumed to be fully rational; that is, they do not under- or overreact to any 

new public or private information that they receive. There is no correlation between the ex-post 

errors resulting from an individual’s forecasts and the ex-ante revisions made by that same 

individual. The underreaction detected in the average forecasts thus results solely from the 

information structure and the process of aggregating the individual forecasts.  

To understand that fact, consider a noisy information model like the one described earlier. The 

key assumption that leads to this result is that all signals are private; an individual does not 

observe anyone else’s signal. When estimating the true unobserved information state, each 

individual places the weight on the private signal that he or she observes, Gt in equation 2, that is 

optimal because the individuals are assumed to be fully rational. That assumption ensures that 

there will be neither overreaction nor underreaction in the long run. However, an omnipotent 

econometrician—if he or she was able to observe everyone’s signals—would benefit greatly 

from taking an average of all the signals when estimating the true information state. As the 

number of individuals in the model approached infinity, the sample average would approach the 

true value of the information state. Putting the same weight on that average signal when 

estimating the true information state, which is what the aggregation process in those models 

effectively does, is not optimal, though. It results in the underreaction observed in those models’ 

average forecasts.  
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Consequently, learning more about how individuals form their inflation expectations requires 

analysis of individual-level data on those expectations. Even though the empirical evidence 

presented in this section clearly suggests that there are important information frictions in the 

macroeconomy, it does not confirm or reject the rationality of individual forecasts. Data on the 

inflation expectations of specific individuals are particularly limited, but recent studies have 

furthered researchers’ understanding of how individuals form their expectations.  

Relaxing the Full Rationality Assumption 

There are many approaches, some of them overlapping, to relaxing the assumption that 

decisionmakers are fully rational. Some models assume different types of bounded rationality. In 

those models, decisionmakers are still “rational” in that their forecasts for future variables are 

optimal, but that rationality is “bounded” by the fact that they are optimizing according to an 

incorrect (usually simpler) understanding of how the economy in the model works. Other models 

assume various types of learning. When forecasting future uncertain states, decisionmakers do 

not use the true model or an incorrect version, they instead are constantly updating their 

understanding of how each variable of interest evolves as they “learn” from its latest observed 

value. Those differing approaches often have similar implications.  

A full review of the literature on departing from full rationality is outside the scope of this paper. 

Instead, I analyze two models of the expectations-formation process that successfully account for 

several of the features of the data on inflation expectations.  

Adaptive Expectations. This theory of how inflation expectations are formed was first 

developed in the 1960s and popularized in the 1970s. It incorporates the assumption that 

expected inflation is equal to the previous period’s realized inflation rate, or an average of the 

past several periods’ realized inflation rates. For example, if consumers or firms believed that 

inflation was going to be 2 percent and inflation turned out to be 3 percent (or the average 

inflation over the past several periods turned out to be 3 percent), they would update their beliefs 

to expect inflation to be 3 percent going forward. Consumers and firms are assumed to be purely 

backward-looking; they form their expectations for inflation solely on the basis of that variable’s 

past performance.  

Some early inflation models ignored the process of expectations formation altogether, implying a 

potentially appealing trade-off for monetary policymakers. The earliest models of the Phillips 

curve reflected the assumption that inflation expectations were constant (Phillips, 1958). That 

assumption implied an exploitable long-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment. If 

policymakers desired a lower unemployment rate, they need only tolerate a higher long-run rate 

of inflation. In his 1968 presidential address to the American Economic Association, Milton 

Friedman suggested that exploiting that trade-off would instead require policymakers to tolerate 

ever-increasing rates of inflation. He suggested—laying the foundation for the adaptive-
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expectations theory—that this was because inflation expectations would not remain constant but 

would adapt to changes in realized inflation. 

Although the theory of adaptive expectations does not rule out a short-run trade-off, it does 

imply that an exploitable long-run trade-off between inflation and unemployment is not possible. 

If monetary policymakers pursued a higher rate of inflation in order to lower the unemployment 

rate, eventually consumers and firms would adapt and begin to expect that new higher rate of 

inflation to persist.  

Inflation’s behavior in the 1970s supported Friedman’s adaptive-expectations theory (Perry, 

1970; Perry, 1978). As policy actions designed to maintain low unemployment caused the rate of 

inflation to rise ever higher throughout the decade, no exploitable long-run trade-off seemed 

possible. That impasse led to the development of a new Phillips curve model, augmented by 

adaptive-inflation expectations, which became known as the accelerationist Phillips curve. 

That extrapolative, purely backward-looking theory of expectations formation has several other 

implications. First, by incorporating the assumption that expectations depend only on realizations 

of aggregate inflation, the theory implies that the economic agent making the inflation forecast 

uses no other information to forecast future inflation. Second, it implies that forecast errors might 

be predictable if any other macroeconomic variables were useful for forecasting future inflation. 

For example, if the unemployment rate helped explain current inflation and the unemployment 

rate was rather persistent, then the unemployment rate would help forecast future inflation, and 

the forecast errors would probably be correlated with the unemployment rate. In other words, the 

forecasts would be wrong in a systematic way. 

The adaptive-expectations theory remains very influential among economic forecasters and 

policymakers even though some of its implications are unsupported by the data on inflation 

expectations. For example, empirical data do not support the implication that expectations are 

not influenced by anything other than past realizations of aggregate inflation. Instead, 

consumers’ inflation expectations are strongly influenced by changes in the prices of products 

they purchase more frequently, and they weigh those price changes more heavily than they are 

weighted in the expenditure-weighted aggregate inflation measures (D’Acunto and others, 2019). 

Nevertheless, the adaptive-expectations framework remains popular for policy analysis or 

inflation forecasting, most likely because it is simple to operationalize and accounts for some 

features of the data on inflation expectations. CBO’s current inflation forecasting method 

employs a partially accelerationist Phillips curve equation.  

Diagnostic Expectations. This approach to modeling is based on a heuristic principal called 

representativeness. (Just like adaptive-expectations theory, this theory also models departures 

from rationality.) At roughly the same time that macroeconomists were embracing the rational-

expectations hypothesis, psychologists were amassing evidence that rejected it. In their seminal 

1974 paper, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman documented several ways in which our 
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expectations about uncertain events are biased. They provided evidence suggesting that people 

rely on simple rules, called heuristics, when creating their beliefs about uncertain events, and as a 

result their beliefs suffer from biases. One such heuristic states that decisionmakers tend to 

overweight the likelihood of “representative” events (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). For 

example, when respondents were asked to assess the likelihood that an individual who had been 

described as quiet and bookish had one of several occupations, they often placed too much 

weight on the likelihood that the individual was a librarian because those characteristics are 

representative of that group. In reality, the likelihood that the individual was a librarian was 

generally much lower than the respondent imagined.  

Diagnostic expectations formalize that heuristic by assuming that the representativeness of a 

future state is equal to the proportional increase in its probability after observing some new 

information. In laboratory experiments in which decisionmakers were given a piece of news, 

they tended to overweight future states that had become relatively more likely given that news 

(Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2010). For example, consider a distribution of occupations that has very 

few librarians and many lawyers. If a decisionmaker is given new information that the individual 

whose occupation is in question is shy and quiet, then the decisionmaker will tend to overweight 

occupations that do not require public speaking, because those types of occupations are more 

“representative” of the group of occupations that a person who is shy and quiet might have. So 

occupations such as librarian will have become relatively more likely given the news, although 

they are still not very likely given the distribution of occupations. Diagnostic expectations were 

developed to account for a variety of judgmental biases that are well documented in laboratory 

experiments (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, 2018). 

Empirical evidence from analyses of individual-level forecasts of aggregate inflation supports 

the implications of diagnostic expectations. Models whose decisionmakers have diagnostic 

expectations imply that their forecasts will exaggerate true patterns that exist in the data. In 

contrast, models with purely extrapolative forecasts, like the ones made by agents with adaptive 

expectations, bear no relationship to those patterns. Individual-level survey data show that the 

degree to which a decisionmaker updates his or her forecast in response to new information 

depends on the amount of persistence displayed by the variable in question (Bordalo and others, 

2018). Decisionmakers update their forecasts less in response to new information when the 

variable in question is less persistent, as aggregate inflation has become over the past 20 years.  

Models with diagnostic expectations imply that individual forecasters overreact to news, so their 

ex-post forecast errors are negatively correlated with their ex-ante forecast revisions. In other 

words, a regression of the individual-level forecast errors, pooled for all the individuals, on the 

individual-level forecast revisions (of the form described in equation 3) would yield an estimate 

of β1 that was negative. For example, consider an individual whose prior forecast for inflation 

was 2 percent but who now observes that inflation is 3 percent. Influenced by the 

representativeness heuristic, the individual will overweight high-inflation states that have 
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become relatively more likely (in other words, more likely than they were before) but remain 

unlikely, and thus will positively revise his or her forecast too greatly. That action makes it more 

likely that the individual’s next forecast will overshoot actual observed inflation, resulting in a 

negative forecast error. Over time, and pooled for many decisionmakers, that tendency will cause 

an econometrician to observe the negative relationship described above. A regression of that 

type, using data from the forecasts of individual professional forecasters, yields the predicted 

negative correlation (Bordalo and others, 2018), providing further evidence in support of models 

with diagnostic expectations.  

Using certain parameters, a model with both diagnostic expectations and noisy information can 

imply an overreaction to news of individual forecasts and an underreaction to news of average 

forecasts. The previous paragraph concluded that individuals with diagnostic expectations will 

overreact to news. If those individuals also have a limited ability to process information, then 

those diagnostic decisionmakers can be modeled as if they observe a noisy private signal of the 

true information state, as was done in the noisy information models examined earlier. The 

individuals in that model setting will produce an estimate of the current information state using a 

slightly modified version of equation 2, 

Ft
i,α(Xt)  =  {1 +  α} · Gt · St

i  + (1 − {1 +  α} · Gt) · Ft−1
i,α (Xt), Eq. 4 

where α > 0 is assumed for agents with diagnostic expectations, implying an overreaction to 

news. For certain parameter values, when α is not too large and G is small enough (meaning that 

the amount of information friction is large), this model implies that the correlation between 

average ex-post forecast errors and average ex-ante forecast revisions will be positive, and the 

correlation between individual ex-post forecast errors and individual ex-ante forecast revisions 

will be negative (Bordalo and others, 2018). That result accounts simultaneously for two 

important features documented in the data on inflation expectations. The intuition is that if 

information is very noisy, individuals will discount their news heavily, and G will be very small. 

Even if an individual’s expectations are influenced by the representativeness heuristic, and as a 

result he or she discounts the news a little less, {1 +  α} · Gt may still be discounting the average 

news too heavily, resulting in an underreaction to that news.  

This review of the literature suggests that economically significant information frictions, as well 

as significant biases, are part of the expectations-formation process. Decisionmakers overreact to 

new information, possibly because it is representative of something to them. Significant 

information frictions most likely arise from limits on decisionmakers’ ability to process 

information; those limits cause average forecasts to underreact to new information. The evidence 

supports noisy information as opposed to sticky information in the expectations-formation 

process, which implies that if agents’ incentive to collect information increased, the observed 

level of information friction would decrease. And if the observed level of information friction 
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decreased enough at the same time that individual decisionmakers continued to overreact to new 

information, then average inflation expectations might begin to overreact to news as well. 

Section 5: Can Inflation Expectations Be Managed? 

The evidence on whether monetary policymakers can manage inflation expectations is mixed. 

Some evidence shows that firms will update their inflation expectations when presented with 

pertinent information, which will affect their pricing decisions accordingly. Other evidence 

suggests that conveying that pertinent information to firms is extremely difficult, however.  

Traditionally, one of the main ways in which the Federal Reserve attempts to achieve its goals of 

low and stable inflation and maximum employment is by influencing nominal interest rates. Real 

interest rates—which are equal to nominal interest rates minus expected inflation—affect the 

macroeconomy by altering the incentives to consume or save income and by altering the cost of 

borrowing to finance investment. Most of the monetary policy tools that the Federal Reserve 

currently uses to stimulate the economy, including nontraditional tools such as quantitative 

easing (QE, or the purchase of long-term securities on the open market) and forward guidance 

(communications about the likely future course of monetary policy), largely aim to lower 

nominal interest rates or to reduce expected nominal interest rates in the future.  

Could other tools be developed that would lower real interest rates by raising inflation 

expectations directly? The answer to that question would depend on two factors: 

■ Whether the information that monetary policymakers might want to communicate to 

economic decisionmakers would affect their decisions in any meaningful way, and 

■ Whether policymakers could overcome significant information frictions to ensure that the 

information was received in the first place. 

Does New Information Affect Firms’ Pricing Decisions? 

When presented with new information that is relevant to their pricing decisions, firm managers 

will significantly alter their beliefs. In a causal study in which a random sample of firm managers 

were presented with some new information about recent inflation, those managers immediately 

and systematically updated their beliefs about future inflation (Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and 

Ropele, 2020). Also, the managers who were more uncertain about their beliefs before receiving 

the new information made larger revisions to their beliefs.  

Firm managers’ inflation expectations significantly affect their economic decisions. At least one 

study has found that an increase in a firm’s expectations of future inflation caused that firm to 

raise its prices (Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Ropele, 2020). More importantly for monetary 

policymakers, the increase in the firm’s inflation expectations caused it to increase its 

employment level. Those findings suggest that the receipt of pertinent new information had an 

economically meaningful impact on firm managers’ decisions. For that reason, there would 
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appear to be scope for monetary policymakers to use their communications with the public to 

affect the macroeconomy by influencing inflation expectations.  

Can Monetary Policymakers Overcome Information Rigidity? 

Whether monetary policymakers could communicate new information to consumers and firms 

and influence their economic behavior remains unresolved as the current evidence is mixed. On 

the one hand, there is compelling evidence that consumers and firms are not paying much 

attention to information that would help them form more accurate expectations about inflation. In 

part, that is because firms do not view aggregate inflation as important to their business 

decisions. In surveys, firm managers say they devote few resources to tracking current inflation 

(Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Kumar, 2018). And when firms are presented with new 

information relevant to their pricing decisions, that information’s effect on their inflation 

expectations is transitory and mostly gone after only six months (Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and 

Kumar, 2018). There is also evidence, in line with the implications of a noisy information model, 

that low and stable recent inflation reduces a firm manager’s incentive to collect information 

about inflation (Coibion and others, 2018). In addition, firms display little knowledge of 

monetary policies that have an impact on inflation. Surveys of firm managers reveal that they 

lack information regarding their central bank’s policy objectives (Kumar and others, 2015). Firm 

managers are also largely unaware of their central bank’s policy actions (Coibion, 

Gorodnichenko, and Kumar, 2018). In total, surveys of firm managers reveal that firms devote 

few resources to tracking aggregate inflation, supporting the conclusion that significant 

information frictions exist.  

On the other hand, there is evidence that at a time when it could be critical for monetary 

policymakers to overcome those significant information frictions is precisely when 

decisionmakers would be likely to devote more resources to collecting information about 

inflation. The amount of effort that firm managers devote to acquiring new information about 

inflation depends on the state of the economy. Surveys of firm managers reveal that they put 

more effort into acquiring that information when they receive bad news about the economy 

(Coibion, Gorodnichenko, and Kumar, 2018). That finding is consistent with the implication 

from noisy information models that when a firm’s incentive to collect information is higher, the 

observed amount of information friction will be lower. That fact could be critical for monetary 

policymakers, who at those times are more likely to be trying to communicate information to 

decisionmakers in order to affect their inflation expectations. 

Some evidence shows that the Federal Reserve’s previous attempts to communicate with greater 

transparency information about its policy objectives have had an effect on consumers and firms. 

One measure of uncertainty in consumers’ inflation expectations, calculated using responses to 

the Michigan Survey of Consumers, declined from 2012 to 2016 (Binder and Verbrugge, 2016). 

In that survey, the inflation-expectations questions often elicit responses that are unrealistically 

high and tend to fall disproportionately on even or round numbers. That measure of uncertainty 
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reflects the assumption that survey respondents who are particularly uncertain about future 

inflation tend to respond by giving integer values that are a multiple of five. Plotting a histogram 

of the individual responses to the survey’s inflation-expectations questions reveals large numbers 

of responses for zero, 5, 10, or even 15 percent inflation, and the number of responses for those 

values is much larger than for adjacent values. Over the 2012–2016 period, the number of those 

responses decreased, whereas the number of responses for either 1 or 2 percent inflation 

increased. That decline in uncertainty roughly coincided with the Federal Reserve’s 

announcement of its explicit long-run 2 percent goal for inflation. 

Section 6: Conclusion 

Empirical evidence from measures of inflation expectations computed using surveys of 

consumers or firm managers conducted before the pandemic reveals several important properties 

of the expectations-formation process. To begin with, strong evidence supports the existence of 

economically meaningful information frictions in that process. The structure of those information 

frictions is such that realizing more-persistent inflation or having more incentive to collect 

information on inflation would reduce them. That incentive to collect information on inflation is 

especially strong today, in light of inflation’s currently high levels. Evidence also confirms 

significant biases in individual-level inflation forecasts, which possibly amplify trends already 

present in the inflation data. That fact could cause inflation expectations to over-react to news 

during the current period of high inflation.  

According to those surveys, firm managers were not paying much attention to aggregate inflation 

dynamics, nor were they well informed on the objectives or actions of monetary policymakers 

before the pandemic. Firms may devote substantially more resources toward collecting 

information on inflation during recessions, though, a finding that is consistent with the evidence 

on the structure of information frictions in the expectations-formation process. That greater 

incentive to collect information during economic downturns may coincide with periods when 

monetary policymakers are constrained by the effective lower bound on nominal interest rates. 

Those findings could guide future changes to CBO’s inflation forecasting models.  

■ Assume a different anchor value. The agency’s partially accelerationist, partially anchored 

Phillips curve model implies that average inflation expectations underreact to news, which is 

consistent with the findings in this paper. Average expectations are currently partially 

anchored at 2 percent, the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal for inflation. However, evidence 

shows that firms are mostly unaware of the central bank’s objective. CBO could consider 

other alternatives for the value of the partial anchor in its model.  

■ Vary the degree of anchoring. The degree to which average expectations are accelerationist 

or anchored is fixed throughout the 10-year projection period in CBO’s current model. Given 

the evidence that the degree of information friction depends on the state of the economy, that 
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parameter might be better modeled as time varying. In the current period of more-persistent 

inflation, for example, it may be useful to assume that the degree to which expectations are 

anchored is now lower than its average over the past two decades. 

■ Include survey measures. CBO’s models make use of purely statistical estimates of 

expectations. To provide the fullest information possible, CBO could include survey 

measures of inflation expectations in those models. 
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